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*********************Please rate this download********************* IMPORTANT: If you have any problems with this release, please post on our
forum and don't forget to include the version that you have installed as well as your operating system. New! RhinoResurf is a useful plug-in for Rhino designed to
help you rebuild high quality NURBS surfaces from a mesh in the field of reverse engineering. The transition between any two NURBS surface patches reaches
G1 continuity. RhinoResurf2(WIP) for Rhino Description: *********************Please rate this download********************* IMPORTANT: If you
have any problems with this release, please post on our forum and don't forget to include the version that you have installed as well as your operating system.
RhinoResurf is a useful plug-in for Rhino designed to help you rebuild high quality NURBS surfaces from a mesh in the field of reverse engineering. The
transition between any two NURBS surface patches reaches G1 continuity. RhinoResurf2(WIP) for Rhino Description: *********************Please rate this
download********************* IMPORTANT: If you have any problems with this release, please post on our forum and don't forget to include the version
that you have installed as well as your operating system. RhinoResurf is a useful plug-in for Rhino designed to help you rebuild high quality NURBS surfaces
from a mesh in the field of reverse engineering. The transition between any two NURBS surface patches reaches G1 continuity. RhinoResurf2(WIP) for Rhino
Description: *********************Please rate this download********************* IMPORTANT: If you have any problems with this release, please post
on our forum and don't forget to include the version that you have installed as well as your operating system. RhinoResurf is a useful plug-in for Rhino designed to
help you rebuild high quality NURBS surfaces from a mesh in the
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Use the tool to convert a mesh into NURBS surfaces. The resulting surface can then be re-built from the original mesh to produce surfaces as high quality as the
original. WHAT'S NEW Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes with only a few simple polygons (up to
21 faces).- Improved performance.- New high-resolution user interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports
meshes with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).- Improved performance.- New high-resolution user interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to
import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).- Improved performance.- New high-resolution user
interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).-
Improved performance.- New high-resolution user interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes
with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).- Improved performance.- New high-resolution user interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import
meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).- Improved performance.- New high-resolution user
interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).-
Improved performance.- New high-resolution user interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- Supports meshes
with only a few simple polygons (up to 21 faces).- Improved performance.- New high-resolution user interface. Version 7.0.0.1: - Add the ability to import
meshes for the InflateSurface tool.- 77a5ca646e
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RhinoResurf is a useful plug-in for Rhino designed to help you rebuild high quality NURBS surfaces from a mesh in the field of reverse engineering. The
transition between any two NURBS surface patches reaches G1 continuity. The G1 continuity between any two NURBS surfaces can be reconstructed by a mesh
of pseudo NURBS patches. The pseudo NURBS patches are constructed by intersecting two NURBS patches by a set of surface normals and discrete points.
RhinoResurf can rebuild any surface via this approach, and the G1 continuity between any two NURBS patches can be reconstructed by any level of precision,
where the precision depends on the number of surface normals and the number of discrete points used in the construction of the pseudo NURBS patches. Users
Vincent Gehrig, GRASS Development Team Carlos Hernandez, CGAL See also G1 continuity NURBS surface References External links Rhino Resurf website
Category:Computer-aided design software Category:Computer-aided design software for WindowsQ: Merging two list of tuples in scala I am trying to merge two
lists of tuples in scala. val list1 = List("a", "b", "c", "d") val list2 = List("e", "f", "g", "h") I want to merge both the list in one list so that it looks like: List("a", "b",
"c", "d", "e", "f", "g", "h") The problem I am facing is, I have two list of tuples, where the order of the tuple in the list does not matter (in general). For example:
val list1 = List(("a", "b", "c", "d"), ("e", "f", "g", "h")) The problem with this is that, in this case, I can not do the merge operation: list1.zip(list2).map { case (a, b)
=> a + "," + b } The problem with the above code is that, since the order of tuple in list2 is not maintained, the output is List(("a", "b", "c", "d", "e", "f", "g", "h"),
("e", "

What's New in the RhinoResurf2(WIP) For Rhino?

RhinoResurf is an application that lets you optimize and repair your mesh surfaces in NURBS format, both in Rhino and Autodesk 3ds Max. Features: * Smooth
surface by geometry transition to NURBS format (by default). * Apply the smoothed geometry to the original NURBS surface. * Applying the smoothed surface
requires fewer iterations. * The result is a smoother surface without visible seams or edges. * The smoothed surface is the maximum G1 continuity. * Generate a
re-surfacing mesh in OptiGeo format to export it to Rhino or 3ds Max. * Mesh interpolation: use the original mesh and create another mesh to interpolate it
(SmoothByTriangulation). * The mesh generated for this option requires less memory. Usage: * Select the file in MeshLab or Meshmixer where the mesh is
exported. * Select the Rebuild option and use the slider to set the parameter "Smooth Surface to NURBS". * The NURBS format is generated for the selected
surface. If this option is selected, you can export the mesh as.opti file with the option "Export as.opti file". * Select the option "Use original mesh" to use the
original mesh. * Save the surface and mesh as.obj,.stl or.off format. Environment: * Rhino Resurf works with the Rhino 6.0, 6.1, 6.2 and version 3.3. * Rhino
Resurf works with the Max 4.0. Compatibility: * Rhino Resurf works with the Rhino 6.0, 6.1, 6.2 and version 3.3. * Rhino Resurf works with the Max 4.0.
History: * Rhino Resurf: * 4th September, 2015 * modified to work with Rhino 6.0. * implemented the support for the G1 continuity. * implemented the export
as.opti file. * Modified the parameter field "Smooth Surface to NURBS" to the parameter G1 Continuity. * Modified the parameter field "Smooth surface to
NURBS by order" to "Smooth surface by geometry transition to NURBS". * Modified the parameter field "Number of iterations for surface" to "Number of
NURBS iterations for surface". * Modified the parameter field "Number of NURBS iterations for surface" to "Number of NURBS iterations for surface". *
Modified the parameter field "G1 Continuity" to the parameter "G1 Continuity". * Modified the parameter field "Generate OptiGeo" to the parameter "Generate
OptiGeo mesh". * Modified the parameter field "Use original mesh" to the parameter "Use original mesh".
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System Requirements For RhinoResurf2(WIP) For Rhino:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit, Windows 8/8.1 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K 3.3 GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 2GB or AMD equivalent DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 16 GB available space Display:
2560 x 1440 resolution, 16:9 aspect ratio, DVI or HDMI, or DP 1.4 Sound Card
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